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Abstract

The Quautuin Browutan particle, immersed in a heat hath, is described by a sta-

tistical operator whose evolution is ruled by a Generalized Master Equation (GME).

The heut bath degree» of freedom are considered to be either white noise or coloured

uoiae curreUtetl, while tlie GME is considered under either the Markov or Non-Markov

approaches. The coutpurisou between tliese considerations are fully developed and their

physical meaning i» discussed.

* Mock partially «upporteá by CNPq, Brazil.



1. Introduction

In the last year* a great interest1 "** arose in considering Non-Markovian processes

in quantum systems interacting with a heat bath or reservoir, since memory effects

happen to be important and cannot be disregarded in the so-called Generalized Master

Equation (GME), that describes the time evolution of some system of interest S.

A paradigm of a system commonly studied is the Quantum Brownian particle (S),

represented by a Harmonic Oscillator (HO) of frequency ÜQ and unit man». Further-

more the system S is considered to interact with a medium, the reservoir H, constituted

of a very huge number of independent HO'» of frequencies um. In principle the total

Hamiltooian of 5 + ft is quite simple but the determination of the dynamical evolution

of 5 is almost impossible to be solved exactly (not necessary too) due to the complex-

ity involved in manipulating a great number of coupled integro-difTerential equations.

Therefore adequate approximations are introduced in the formalism in order to attain

solutions thai make transparent the essential physical aspects of the time evolution

of S. Among the interesting aspects that emerge in this study one cites the thermal

relaxation process that occurs in three different approaches: the drastic Markov Ap-

proximation (MA) or white noise, corresponding to zero correlation time between the

reservoir operators; the weaker MA or coloured noite, that considers a finitr correlation

time; and finally the more precise Non-Markov approach. These concepts are going

to be precisely defined later. Another interesting aspect to be treated corresponds to

the memory effects in the dynamical «volution of the Brownian particle energy and its

position-momentum correlation. Differently from other author»6* we choose to attribute

the Markov or Non-Markov nomenclature to the system of interest 5 and not to the

reservoir, since this is more similar to the original concepts7'; however we distinguish be-

tween white noite and coloured noite approach in the treatment of the reservoir operator

correlations.

Among the considerations in our treatment we cite: 1) the S + H interaction is

in the Rotating-Wave Approximation** (RWA), meaning absence of rapidly oscillating



2) the weak-coupling limit, that corresponda to write tbe GME expanded up

to aecuud power uf the coupling constant between S and H. Under these conditions

the Uyiuuiucad behavior uf the Quaittum Brownian particle becomes characterized by

four parameter;»: the natural frequency ft*; the damping constant 7, that by its t u n

úVpeud» uu the M|iiiaed coupling constant |A'|3; the memory correlation time rc, and

the reservoir temperature T.

The paper is organised as follows: in Sect.2 the Generalized Master Equation

(CME) is introduced; iu Sect.3 the Hanultoniam is constructed and in Sect.4 we define

the HO fretiueucy «üatributtuiut uf the Reservoir to be used; finally, SecL£ is devoted to

and

2. The Generalized Master Equation (GME)

Following Zwauzig*) projection technique, Peiers>0) derived a GME for the reduced

»uuistical operator ps(t) of 5 , which in the interaction picture Born Approximation

writes a»4*

= l\k«trpsrit), (1)

where the memory kernel

K(t - ?) = TrR {L^c-^'^^i^ht} , (2)

depend» oil the Liouville operators

(3)



with L% = Ls + Ln', Hs, Bn and V are respectively the system, the thermal bath «aid

the interaction Hainiltonian. Rirthermore in Eq.(2), p*(Q) is the reservoir statistical

operator reprearnting an equilibrium canonical ensemble and the trace is taken over the

reservoir degrees of freedom.

la treating the integro-differeutial equation (1) there are cases which permit differ-

ent approaches to it. For instance, the thermal bath HO frequencies can be considered

as a density distribution that may be constant for any frequency! w&tte noise) or with

some structure( coloured noise). On the other hand, the system S can be considered as

local in time(substituting in Eq-(l) Psi(t') by pst(t)) — the Markov Approximation, or

can keep the non-local character already present in Eq(l) — the Non-Markov approach.

In what follows our aim is to make a quantitative as well as a qualitative comparison

between the cases below:

a) Wkiit seiie for the thermal bath, which implies the Markov Approximation, consist»

to assume in Eq.(l) the kernel K{t - t') = 6(t - t')K. The delta-functiou means tliat

the reservoir spectrum is flat for auy frequency so that the present behavior of 5 does

not depend on the past history, since Eq.(l) becomes a linear differential equation with

fTOiftjpt parameters;

b) Coloured noise for the thermal bath and psi(t) local in time or Markovian, consists in

keeping the actual A'(i-t') as a memory kernel, while taking off psj(t) from the integral,

so Eq.(l) becomes a linear differential equation in psj(t), but with time-dependent

parameters;

c) Colouni noise for the thermal bath and psi(t) non-local in time or Non-Markovian,

keeps Eq.(l) without any approximation involving the time.

3 . The Model Hainiltonian

We consider one specific harmonic oscillator, the Quantum Brownian particle (S),

interacting with a heat bath (71), represented by a very huge number of HO's in equi-

librium at some temperature T. The model Hamikonian is



?, (4)

where

(5)

and

(*)

are the «ystem and reservoir Hamiltonians respectively, and 0? and um are the oscillator

frequencies . The interaction between system and reservoir is considered in RWA ,

namely,

(7)

where Km and Á'* are coupling constants, hi the above equations we considered ft = 1

and the operator commutation rules are bosonic-type.

Substituting the Hainiltonian (4) into the GMB (1), we arrive at the following

equation

dt h >> ' (8)

where

0-
« • 1

i(wm)l (1 + «(fl*»))*"1**"11"0, (9.*)

5



are c-number kernel functions and

» («**- - I)"1

stands for the q u a ^ mean value of the m& HO and £ = ( tyT)- 1 ; *j is the Bolumann

The functions ( « •"'I €ai **e correlation functions of the reservoir operators

at different

Now we seek expressions for the mean values of quantities of interest belonging to

5 , namely, < A > , < A*A > , < A2 > and their hennitian conjugated. These quantities

are essential to calculate the evolution in time of the energy, position, momentum and

p-q correlation in the cases we mentioned in the preceding section. An adequate way to

manipulate Eq.(8) is to work with the coherent state labels as a mapping from q-number

to c-number picture, namely,

(U)

this mapping leads us to the c-number GME

+«•«. ] , (12)

where the kernel functions now are

6



T1K:U oity mean value of i> fuiuiiuit involving a and a* iscakulatedas a Hassichl mean

ViJur, fur

(14)

4. TUe HO fV«M|ucncy Dislribulions of the Reservoir

In E»|s.( 13) tlic uWu-tv »unu> over the frequencies of the HO's are assumed to be

cknely spared with a denaiiy dutributiou y(~>), such that one b pennitted to substitute

tht: auuia by integrals,

at«J the kernel function», Ci^ (13), become

A,(/ -1') = IT

Tu diuractcrize a coloured nvüe tin- functiuti y(u>) is assumed to have some shape

ur »(rut-lure iu »li»tincin»u tu the Hut shupe corresponding to the vthiU noite, that

charuclcrizt-» a Markuviuii |>ruce»s of »y.««teni S.

Now, tu calcuLte the utciui value of stome function / ( o , o * ) , given by Eq.(14), one

take» it» Lb|>lurv truiiaf«>nu, that results in an algebraic equation and thereafter turns



back with the Ifellin transform. For the ahum weutiuued casts w« get tbr fuUuwiug

Laplace trans

•)/(«,«»•) = a

Calling the taplamn txansfunu £,—»(< A >«) = «(*)• we ubtaiu

«(*) = ;

Catting £(_«(< a 1 >«) = «K*K tkeu

Calling £<_,(< a*a >,) = w{*U

wbeie Ãi(«) and Ã 2 (J) are the Laplace transform of \t{t-t') and Aj(i -

For the above expressions (lG.a-c), the Mellin transform

«»+«
£,-,.(< /(o,o* >,) (17)

l » J

is performed once the function $(u>) is defined beforehand.

Considering g(*r) * 99 for all value» of frequencies we get the white noist MA aud

the calculated mean values of tbe selected quantities mentioned in Sect.3 are

(I80)

< A1 > ,=< A2 >„ c-1»1-»*»1, (18.*)

8



< A'A >,= (< .4».4 >. - n ( # ! , ) ) € - " + n(0il.). (18.e)

where 7 * 2w§» |A'(fi*)|2 is the damping constant and < .. >• stands for the initial mean

values. In order to calculate the mean «dues of the hennitian conjugated quantities of

A and A2 it n suficient to take the complex conjugate ot<A>t and< A2 >,.

the two approaches mentioned in Sect.2. In all the cases considered, the mean values of

the selected quantities axe calculated up to first order in rc, the heat hath correlation

time, assumed bo be much smaller than the system characteristic times.

4.1 Square Distribution

The distribution function is considered to have a flat shape for a range of frequencies

only, presenting a cut-off in the limits of its domain, i.e.,

\ 0 otherwise,

with width 2r-', where r€.

4.1 .a For the eclovrti noise MA we obtain ,

< A >,=< A >0 (1 + k(Xc(0) - Xc(7«/*))le- l l /a- iO#f. (2O.a)

< A2 > ,=< A7 >9 [1 + 2*(Xe(0) - Xc(7«A))Je"^3iO*< (20.»)

and

c(0) - X.Í7*/*))]*"71 + n(^il.), (2O.c)

0



where k = -yTc is a factor that characterizes the memory effects in the time evolution of

the mean values.

4.1.b For the Non-Markov approach the mean values are

< A >,=< A >0 [(1 + £(1 - 7*))e-"/2 - fcXc(7*/*)]«-not, (2l.a)

< A* >,=< A3 >0 [(1 + " ( 1 - 7*)K7< - 2kXc{lt/k)]e-2>a'' (21.6)

and

A*A >,= [< A* A >0 -n (

In Eqs.(20) and (21), Xe(y) is a function defined as

(22)

4.2 Cauchy Distribution

The Cauchy distribution function is a smooth continuous function for all values of

frequencies, i.e.,

with a peak at w = ft0. All the mean values ore calculated , as in the previous case, up

to first order in rc, besides involving also a first order in the ratio 7/ÍV

4.2.a For the coloured noise MA we get

10



A >,=< A >u [1 + |(<r(r) - a(0)) + £(1 - *-""/*)] e^"*-"1", (24.a)

< A2 >,=< A2 >0 [1 + k{a(t) - a(0)) + &(1 - e-*'*)].-*-*0»1 (24.6)

and

< A*A >«= [< A1 A >0 -n(^ílol [l + kRe(a(t) - <

(24.c)

where the integral

is calculated by numerical methods and

b a pole that occurs in the Mellin transform, Eq.(17).

4.2.b The Non-Markov approach gives

A >,=< A >0 [[I + | ( 1 -
(26.a)

42 >0 [[1 + Jk(l -o{0)){\ -

(26.6)

11



V

and

>,= [< A* A >0 -n(/Klo)] [[l + *(l - Rea(O))(l - 7i)]«~»' - *«-*•-*>•"/*

(26c)

5. Results and Discussions

To characterize the behavior of the Quantum Brownian particle we calculate the

dynamical evolution of the energy and of the p-q correlation. These quantities are

related to the mean values < A >t, < A7 >t and < A*A >t, obtained in the preceding

section, as follows

< E >«- fto(< A*A >t +1/2)

and

< M + «P >t= «(< An>\-< A2 > , ) ,

which present a characteristic transient behavior /or each of the cases pouted out in

Sect.2.

hi Figs.(l) and (2) we exhibit the energy vs. time behavior for the square and

Cauchy distributions respectively, considering as initial condition a Glauber coherent
#

state. In the square spectrum case, Fig.( 1), the Non-Markov approach shows oscillations

(solid line) evolving below the white noise MA curve (dotted line), while the coloured

noite MA curve (dashed line) decreases monotonically above the white noise MA one.

Asymptotically the three curves converge to a unique value, the thermal equilibrium

energy. Fig.(2) compares the energy vs. time bahavior for the Cauchy distribution. The

Non-Markov curve has again the same behavior as in tlte square case, but the oscillations

show a lower amplitude. For the coloured noite MA the energy presents a different
12



behavior from that of the square spectrum case, that is, it increases during a short

period, attains a maximum around 0.5(in units of ft), and then decreases monotonically,

although it remains above the white noise MA curve. The initial behavior of that curve

is associated to the positive frequencies we considered in Eqs. (15.a) and (15.b); however

if we extend the lower limit of integration in Eqs.( 15) to —oo, this phenomena disappears

as can be seen from Fig.(3). In the Non-Markov approach the tiny osculations vanish

also.

The p-q correlations are depicted in Figs.(4) and (5) for the square and Cauchy dis-

tributions respectively. They show the same oscillatory behavior, but the Non-Markov

curve has lesser oscillatory amplitude than the white noise MA and the coloured noise

MA ones for both distributions.

In all the calculations we used n(/fti0) = 0.58, < A*A > 0 = 1 and k s 0.2. For the

Cauchy distribution we fixed the ratio iJ% - 0.2. The values of k and 7/ÍI0, both

much less than 1, and the other values were fixed in order to illustrate the energy and

p-q correlation behaviors.

We can have a better qualitative insight of the different characteristics of the

Markov Approximation and Non-Markov approach when we consider the zero-time de-

lay of the following correlations

=<A7>,-<A >\

and

J(t) -< A*A >, - < A* >,< A >t.

Concerning the Markov Approximation and an initial coherent state, we can verify,

from Sect.4, that the quantity /(<) is null, regardless it is considered a white noise or

coloured noise bath( either square or Cauchy distributions). On the other hand, the

strength of the correlation J(t) depends essentially on the temperature through n(/?fl0)»

13



For the Non-Markov approach and an initial coherent state we have a qualitatively

different situation. The correlations I(t) and J(t) are time dependent, being propor-

tional to the constant Jb = yTc ; besides this, the strength of J(t) also depends on n{pÇl0)

in a similar way as in the coloured noise MA. So one verifies that even at T = 0 an initial

coherent state has its coherence destroyed as it begins to evolve. This fact is crucial to

discern between a Markov and Non-Markov treatment of a system under study.
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Figure Captions.

Fig.(l): Time evolution of the Brownian particle energy for the square distribution function, !

Eq.(19). The solid Une corresponds to the Non-Markov approach, the dashed line

corresponds to the coburti noise MA and the dotted one to the white noise MA.

The independent variable y = 71.

Fig.(2): Time evolution of the Brownian particle energy for the Cauchy distribution func-

tion, Eq.(23). All the same as in Fig.(l).

Fig.(3): Time evolution of the Brownian particle energy for the Cauchy distribution function

Eq.(23), however considering the limit in the integrals (15) extended to —00. All

the same as in Fig.(l).

Fig.(4): Time evolution of the p-q correlation for the square distribution function, Eq.(19).

All the same as in Fig.(l).

Fig.(5): Time evolution of the p-q correlation for the Cauchy distribution function, Eq.(23).

All the same as in Fig.(l).
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